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Building As If People Mattered 
 

 

Introduction 

 

In the past buildings have tended to be either vernacular (Brand, 1994, 

pp.132-155), evolving more out of necessity than inspiration (Day, 2002, p.14), 

or created according to particular doctrines and relevant therefore only to those 

with shared beliefs or sense of purpose.  In this essay I intend to examine new 

ideas on a socio-political level as well as being more specific in terms of 

practical advice, and look at the question of sustainability on a deeper level than 

is customary. 

Section 1 will take a look at the world situation and the dynamic between 

globalisation and tribal wisdom. 

Section 2 will focus on specific areas of architecture, showing how life-

enhancing experiences are available and even common to all of us in the ways 

in which we build and enhance our homes and workplaces, irrespective of 

personal beliefs.    

Section 3 is to look at some of the roles religious beliefs have played in 

shaping buildings and communities and to ask if there are ways in which we can 

incorporate this knowledge in multi-racial, multi-faith communities for the 

benefit of all - ecologically, economically and spiritually. 

 

 

1.  Tribal and Global 

 

Thom Hartmann (1998) gives compelling evidence that the ecological crisis 

we are facing now as a society is not unprecedented but, on the contrary, a 

recurring theme over millenia.  He describes a dynamic relationship between 

Younger or Dominator Cultures who dominate the Tribal or Older cultures in 

the same way they dominate nature, consuming it to the point of their own 

demise.  An example would be the Sumerians wiping out any smaller cultures 

nearby as well as consuming their primary resource, wood, to the point of their 

own extinction.  At the beginning of the nineteenth century the world consisted 

of 50% Dominator Cultures (such as the British Empire) and 50% Tribal; now 

the ratio is more like 99/1.  (Ibid.)  And whereas the Sumerians relied on wood 

as their primary resource, we today rely on fossil fuels.   

The implication with facts like these is that the Dominator Cultures are ‘bad’ 

and the Tribal Cultures, living within their own resources close to nature, are 

‘good’.  There appears to be much to defend this point of view.  The Amish in 
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Pennsylvania are one of the few remaining cultures that could be termed 

‘Tribal’ in today’s world and they are also one of the few groups that can really 

claim to be fully sustainable, unaffected by political, financial or energy crises 

in the USA, such as the Wall Street Crash or electrical powercuts.  Whereas the 

Ecological Footprint (Wackernagel and Rees, 1996) of the average North 

American implies that we would need three planet Earths if everybody lived 

like they did, for an Amish person according to my calculations on an EF 

website (Earthday, 2004) it would be just 1.1 Earths.  Incidentally, as an 

experiment, I repeated the process but entered the data as if my ‘average Amish 

farmer’ were vegetarian, and the result was just 1.0 Earths.1   

Calculations for EFs are approximate at this time, as it is a developing 

method rather than a fully established one, but nonetheless it is clear that a 

Tribal way of life fares better ecologically than a Dominator one. 

The question is whether this is true socially as well.  Most tribal groups have 

- as do the Amish - a time when they allow adolescents a chance to be away 

from their society.  It is a way of saying ‘our world is not the whole world, it 

has its limits, but they work for us and you can decide whether they work for 

you as well’.  Psychologists refer to this as a ‘liminal experience’, a chance to 

see what is beyond society.  The flood of adolescents to cities from smaller 

towns and villages I also perceive as a kind of extended liminal experience, a 

chance to get away from the narrow constraints of life in a small community.   

The trouble is, most choose to stay in larger towns or cities, which begs the 

question, ‘What is wrong with life in small communities?’.  Ask most teenagers 

and they will say it is ‘boring’ or ‘nothing ever happens’.  Ask further and you 

will discover an unease with a world where everything you do is observed and 

judged, according to the morals of the community.  A city offers freedom from 

all this.  It is interesting to note that even on a very basic level an experience 

that offers the sense of excitement and freedom, driving a fast car, is dependent 

on the chief product of the current Dominators:  oil.2 

The more I look at this interplay of Dominator and Tribal cultures over the 

centuries I keep wondering why we don’t find a third alternative, something that 

combines the intimacy, safety and warmth of small community life with the 

excitement and freedom of a city.     

Malcolm Gladwell in ‘The Tipping Point’ (1999, pp.169-192) relates the 

story of Gore Associates:  a mega-corporation that goes from strength to 

strength by never allowing a building to grow beyond a capacity of 150 people.  

Every time they need more space, they create a new building.  This is because 

they found that 150 was the upper limit to retaining a sense of connectedness, of 

an extended family, a factor that appears to be merely psychological but proves 

to be financial as well in that people work better when they are happy.  This 

figure of 150 is known as our ‘social channel capacity’, the maximum amount 
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of people that any one person will normally connect with beyond the superficial 

and it is also considered the population limit of most tribes.   

Gladwell’s book is one of many emerging now from the relatively new 

science of Networking, understanding the complex patterns of large groups.  

Similarly, Bill Hillier, Professor of Architecture and Urban Morphology at 

University College London, has proved successful in predicting areas of high 

and low crime, traffic accidents, profitable retail, and offices with good work 

levels with his pioneering Space Syntax (Hamer, 1999). 

 

 

2.  Sacred in the Mundane 

 

Two tips derived from Space Syntax (Ibid.) are:  A. Avoid cul-de-sacs as 

they are areas of high crime and low retail; and  B: Allow casual meeting places 

within buildings: for that's where much of the real work gets done e.g. by the 

photocopier or water-cooler.   

Looking further, deep-plan buildings that appear non-sustainable and 

disheartening can be otherwise if limited in size (e.g. to 150 staff); and if 

attention to workers’ needs is paid by allowing contact with the weather and 

seasons, with windows that can open and close individually (Brand, 1994, 

p.170).  The ‘casual meeting places’ will therefore be deeper within the 

building.  However, whilst this eliminates the need for air conditioning, service 

engineers are not likely to support this as they ‘commonly base their fees on a 

percentage of the mechanical and electrical kit’ (Scott, 2004).  The problem, as 

so often, is biased ways of thinking.   

Interestingly, variations of all the above advice can be found in ancient 

architectural systems such as the Chinese Feng Shui and the Hindu Vaastu 

Shastra.  In fact, Space Syntax has been used to explain the street plans of the 

ancient New Mexican city Chaco Canyon.  (Hamer, Ibid.) 

Likewise, the modern recommendation of delineating sidewalks by varying 

their height from the main roads and putting kinks into streets to humanise them 

(and slow traffic) was used by the original architects of Beijing (Anugyan, 

2003, p.31).  Indeed, the advice given by architects such as Christopher Day of 

varying light, shade and texture (Day, 1995, p175) could be translated into 

finding the right balance between yin and yang.  There is little new here, more a 

shift in terminology. 

Looking at the question of how to instil a fulfilling and hence healthy sense 

of place, it is our relationship with light that is one of the first practical things 

that comes to mind.  It is this which is ubiquitous in vernacular and sacred 

building around the world and it has a direct relationship to finance.  When the 

Lockheed Corporation moved to naturally lit offices in 1983, their level of 

absenteeism fell 15% (Day, 2002, p.206).   
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The symbolic passage of the sun has similar significance in all tribal cultures:  

the rising of the sun in the East relates to birth and youth, its setting to old age, 

the dark of the North (in the Northern hemisphere) to the mystery of Death and 

the Beyond.  We go through this lifetime experience on a daily basis and also 

yearly, with Spring equating to the East, Summer the South etc. (Anugyan, 

2003, pp.39-53).     

It follows therefore that an awareness of light during the different times of 

day and building to facilitate that awareness will inevitably enhance and deepen 

our relationship with the world around us.  The Chinese in Hong Kong often 

place blinds on the western side of office blocks to soften what they understand 

as a harsh, debilitating light in the late afternoons (Rossbach, 1984).  You can 

test this theory yourself by driving into late afternoon sun then doing the same 

with early morning sun - the declination of the sun may be the same but the 

experience is totally different.   

Working solely with the effect of sunlight, it is possible to design buildings 

that are appropriate in different areas for different tasks.  For example, to get up 

early it is best to have a bedroom in the East (Alexander et al, 1977).  Theatre or 

other late-shift workers would therefore benefit from bedrooms on the western 

sides of houses.  Much of this is common sense, which is often what you find 

when you strip the esoterica from ancient beliefs; and today rather than use, for 

example, a Medicine Wheel (Meadows, 1996) to determine how to build I 

would prefer a Heliodon to determine the size of overhangs, the angles of 

reveals, dimensions of windows etc.   

It should be clear at this point that I am emphasising health for the individual 

- not as an absence of disease from sick building syndrome, but as a sense of 

positive well-being, of happiness.  This well-being could be extended to entire 

communities.   

 

 

3.  The Omphalos 

 

A community does not naturally arise overnight.  It is an organic process, 

inevitably determined by the elusive sense of place.  Understanding the change 

rate of buildings has been led by Frank Duffy, president of the Royal Institute of 

Britsh Architects 1993-1995, who distinguished four layers of change, enhanced 

by Stewart Brand (1994, p.13) who added three more: 

 

 
     (Waugh, 2001) 

 

In terms of time-scale, the top level ‘Stuff’ such as furniture is the fastest rate 

of change, whereas Site is more or less eternal.  And this is the crux and what 
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we have been missing for the last hundred years:  ‘...The underlying spirit of 

places is communicated by all the senses.  This is about the truth that is at their 

heart.’ (Day, 2002, p.217)  In this non-sensual, anaesthetised world we are 

creating, we are losing our sense of place.   

Looking solely at Britain, it is largely churches that provided a sense of 

community till very recently.  With candour, a headteacher recently identified, 

‘an enormous vacuum waiting to be filled in this post-Christian era’ (Farrer, 

2004).  Yet St James’s Church in Piccadilly goes from strength to strength, by 

allowing people of all faiths or no faiths to congregate, discuss, pray and 

meditate.  Old churches were built on sacred pagan ground (Watkins, 1925) and 

thus their locations were not accidental.   

Much could be accomplished by the Christian authorities, it is clear, but not 

all of these ‘omphaloses’ are occupied by churches, and the more we identify - 

or even create - these important locations in our areas, the more chance we have 

of regaining a sense of community, of belonging, and ultimately of caring.  

Architecturally, it should be emphasised, new central, sacred buildings need not 

be Christian.  For example, the aesthetic sensuality and ‘eternal symmetry’ in 

Islamic architecture can inspire us all no matter our individual beliefs.  There 

are underlying truths that transcend boundaries in non-secular architecture.   

This also has immediate ecological benefits, for responsibility for one’s 

immediate environment is thus encouraged.  Residents at Swatham, Norfolk, 

choose to pay for electricity from their local wind turbine despite the higher cost 

(Gwillim, 2004).  This can only be because of a sense of ownership, of relating 

to their environment.   

 

 

Conclusion 

 

But a big mistake would be to underestimate psychological needs, focus 

primarily on hardware and assume that people don’t matter.  Even NASA have 

realised that progress has been undermined due to lack of understanding - of 

human beings.  A MIR mission had to be aborted due to a cosmonaut’s nervous 

breakdown (Mundell, 1993).  In another example, ‘in 1982 two Soyuz 

cosmonauts, Valentin Vitalyevich Lebedev and Anatoli Berezovoi, spent a 211-

day flight in near silence because they got on each other's nerves so much - a 

situation that started almost from the moment they climbed into the spacecraft.’ 

(Ibid.)   

Therefore much needs to be examined about the psychological as well as the 

practical and ecological aspects of the transport system, for to encourage 

responsibility we could create smaller units within cities, thus empowering 

individuals; and enhance traffic between urban and rural units.  Today ‘tribal 

units’ do not necessarily include just those in our immediate geographical 
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locations; but a sense of place, of physical place, does need to be enhanced.  

The methods suggested above are a good start but, due to the constraints of the 

essay, more need to be developed.  Only then can the strengths of the 

Dominator and Tribal cultures be combined in the best of both worlds, 

something I believe has never before been attempted.   

Without further understanding, a shift to renewable sources of energy is 

likely to simply be a shift of Dominator culture into another arena of politics, 

resulting in our inevitable downfall.   

Things can be different.   
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Notes 
 
1.  Most of the data for ‘the average Amish farmer’ is obvious and easily available:  such as not using 
electricity, using animal-powered vehicles, not travelling by air etc.  There are exceptions to this but 
as an average I know this to be accurate overall and, indeed, applicable to many of the few remaining 
tribal groups in the world such as the Khoisan in South Africa.  What is admittedly only an estimate in 
the entered data was the amount of people per household, which I guessed at 5-7.  As the EF 
calculations are approximate anyway, I felt all this to be acceptable.  To be truly accurate I would 
need to stay in an Amish community.   
 
2.  There is another parallel.  In Japan commuters use trains more than cars due to extensive 
congestion.  While this appears to be an environmentalist’s dream, the commuters rely on the popular 
manga comic books - which are paced according to the journeys in that a chapter can be read 
between subway stations and an entire book during a journey - to make the journey bearable 
(Gravett, 2004):  ‘Some 27 million people, more than the entire population of California, live within a 
30 mile (50 km) radius of Tokyo.  Compared to Americans...the Japanese rely far more on the 
railways...Why not turn instead to manga to get an adrenalin rush akin to the one you get from being 
behind the wheel, or in any high-velocity scenario?’  (Ibid.)  The twist is that the Japanese have been 
facing a problem for a while now with deforestation due to the massive popularity of manga (Anugyan, 
2003, p.157). 
 
 


